Acquire Knowledge with Percipio™

Try Percipio a complimentary 14-day trial at percipio.com
Today's learner demands the easy to use and intuitive experience at work that they have become accustomed to from consumer brands like Google, Amazon, and Netflix. Our solution is Percipio, the intelligent learning platform that delivers an immersive learning experience.

Using Percipio, learners can make the most of their precious time and create lasting change inside their organizations. Learners decide when, where, and how to learn through curated channels and micro-learning videos. Administrators are able to create and assign learning paths, visually monitor progress using charts and graphs, and show how learning drives value in their companies.

Percipio is powered by Skillsoft, the leader in corporate eLearning, the only provider that delivers a truly immersive learning experience and a multimodal content library of courseware, videos, and books.

“Percipio is the most advanced intelligent learning platform on the market. The latest release delivers more control over the content and user experience, creating more personalized learning and providing access to the best curated content on the market in a truly immersive experience.”

Chad Gaydos, Chief Operating Officer of the Skillsoft Group
I love the simplicity of the design and how easy it is to use—it’s elegant and functional!

Wynn Schollum, Learning & Organizational Development Group Manager of Datacom
The curated learning paths will help my learners self-direct their learning, which is part of the cultural change we are trying to build inside our organization, and will also help the curators more easily assign learning to fill key skill gaps. This will save us time and talent curating internally in the organization. Also, this helps ensure that our people are following best of breed learning paths.

Laura Garza, Executive Director of Human Resources and Talent Development, Praxair
Elsa: Embedded Learning

Give users the ability to search, discover, and learn in the context of their everyday work using the Embedded Learning Synchronized Assistant (ELSA) browser plug-in. Learners can search a term in ELSA to find videos, books, and audiobooks without leaving their browser.

Percipio ELSA sets a new standard by enabling embedded learning. You never leave your work to learn. That’s a game changer.

Todd Maddox, Ph.D., Learning Analyst at Amalgam Insights, Inc.
Key Benefits of Percipio

**INCREASE LEARNER ENGAGEMENT**
Use an intelligent eLearning platform modeled after the consumer web experiences learners have come to expect with a simple interface, personalized learning playlists, and one-click access to content.

**SATISFY MULTIPLE LEARNING MODALITIES**
Allow learners to choose how they want to learn using videos, books, audiobooks and more.

**ACCELERATE LEARNING AND INCREASE UTILIZATION**
Engage learners with a consumer-like experience, micro-learning (three to five minute videos) that fits into busy schedules, and a mobile app so learning can happen anywhere, anytime, and on any device.

**DRIVE CONTENT DISCOVERY**
Make it easier for learners to discover useful information that aligns with their interests.
**CLOSE CRITICAL SKILL GAPS**
Experience over 500 pre-curated channels mapped to the competencies that matter most to leading global companies and assign learning paths to specific audiences.

**DEMONSTRATE LEARNING IMPACT**
Show how learning activity supports key business objectives and quantify program value with out-of-the-box reporting using charts and graphs.

**FIND CONTENT QUICKLY**
Take advantage of Elasticsearch, used by Facebook, Netflix, and eBay to quickly find micro-learning videos, courses, channels, and books.

**DEPLOY AND MANAGE EASILY**
Utilize a cloud-based application that is continuously updated.
BRANDED SITES

Make Percipio unique to your company by adding your logos and customizing images, color schemes, and the welcome page.
CUSTOM CONTENT

Personalize your company's learning experience by adding internal and third-party content (e.g., YouTube, TED Talks, etc.).
MODERN, SIMPLE, AND INTUITIVE DESIGN

LEARNER-CENTERED DESIGN
Enable learners to discover and consume content and self-direct their learning.

PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCE
Provide learners with a personalized homepage, the ability to create playlists, pick up learning where they left off, and receive assignments.

MICRO-LEARNING AND COMPETENCY BUILDING
Focus on targeted learning needs with short videos (three to five minutes) and over 500 channels help learners build competencies and skills.

ENHANCED CONTENT DISCOVERY
Allow learners to find exactly what they need when they need it using Elasticsearch.

SELF-SELECTED PLAYLISTS
Add any type of content to a playlist to access at another time on your personalized home page.
PERSONALIZED LEARNING

PERSONALIZED RECOMMENDATIONS
Discover content that is best suited to address a learner’s specific areas of interest based on a quick two-step onboarding assessment.

CURATED CHANNELS
Utilize engaging content that automatically updated and is mapped to align to competencies and skills valued by leading organizations.

EXPERTLY CURATED CONTENT
Watch, read, and listen to content that is curated across over 500 channels and automatically updated by Skillsoft’s expert curators.